This month as we celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday, we would like to extend our
“Thanks” to those who continue to keep this ministry an active part of your prayers and
financial support. We believe that God will be faithful to reward your efforts. We continue
to be assured of His hand on the work here as we see a steady flow of guests as well
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as spontaneous gifts from folks who were prompted by the Holy Spirit. Praise the Lord!

NEWS

His Way Ministry is supported entirely by the gifts of private donors. Our expenses are
not underwritten by any particular organization, so we truly operate on a faith basis. That
being said, we would like to ask you to prayerfully consider becoming a partner with us
in ministry this year. Our greatest need at this time is to broaden our monthly support
base. We have been saddened by the home going of several longtime supporters in the
past couple years and changes in our economy have made it impossible for others to
continue their giving. We do not expect a lost world to finance this ministry but look to
fellow believers as the Lord lays it on the hearts of others to pick up the burden. It is our
desire to expand the existing facilities, but in order to do so we feel the need to
strengthen our regular financial support network. We want to make every effort to keep
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our rates affordable to those in need. Your generous, faithful giving makes that possible.
This year has been a good year as testified by many of our guests. They have shared
time and again how God has met with them in a special way during their time spent here
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at Buffalo Ridge. As the days draw closer to His imminent return, the battle continues to
intensify for those in the forefront. Sometimes just stepping away for a few days can
make the difference in whether they continue in the fight or throw in the towel. We have
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also seen groups here that have strengthened their vision and returned home to more
effectively reach their communities for Christ.
If you would be willing to join us in becoming a “companion in spreading the TRUTH” (III
John 5-8 The Message), please fill out the enclosed response card and mail it back or
email your reply to us. Whether you are able to help with a monthly or one time gift or
a commitment to pray faithfully for us, we appreciate your involvement. It truly is an
investment in eternity which only upon our arrival in heaven will the impact be revealed
that you have made for the cause of His Name. Thank you and may God bless you!

Guest Schedule:
NOVEMBER
1-2 Individual

“ H e opened f or us a new
way , a living way . . .”
H ebrew s 10:20

15-17 Family
16 -17 Families

2-3 Family

DECEMBER

8-10 Ladies’

6-8 Couple

Retreat

A Special Salute: Everet Rombough
5/9/1936 - 10/22/2013
I was privileged to know Everet and his wife Mavis and some of their children when he
was stationed at Treasure Island in San Francisco. He enlisted in the U.S. Navy upon his
graduation from high school and retired as a Master Chief Electrician Mate (EMCM) in
November 1986 after 31 years of active service. His duty assignments were as follows:
RTC San Diego, CA (basic training), USS Engage (MSO-433), USS Princeton (LPH-5), SSS
Great Lakes, USS Dale (DLG-19), USN & MC RTC, Treasure Island, USS Askari(ARL-30) in
the Republic of Vietnam, USS Pt. Defiance (LSD-31), SSC San Diego, SSC Great Lakes, USS
Okinawa (LPH-3),USS Mobile (LKA-115), SSC Great Lakes, and NAVSTA San Diego.
Everet and his wife have been long time supporters of His Way Ministries.
As I attended the service for him, which he had planned, I found it to be
an uplifting experience for me personally as I am sure it was for all who
were there. When a child of God goes home how can it be anything other
than a celebration!
- Chaplain Robinson

Please remember
His Way Ministries
in your estate
planning.

Thank you!
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